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The Panelist Group …
In the past two months, we have been taking a cold, hard look at the
transitional phase that humanity is going through on the road to the new
civilization. There are many challenges ahead for this family of Earth and we
want to be very open about the fact that all is not going to be easy and rosy.
We want to be open about the fact that every being on this planet has
choices to make. Some people are more capable of making these choices
than others because they are fortunate enough to live in an environment
where they have soul freedom. When we speak of soul freedom, we mean
surroundings in the environment where each soul has a chance to speak
from within, to express its divinity and to move forward and grow.
This environment is not necessarily the most posh, the most exclusive or the
most problem-free. But it is an environment where this particular soul can
experience its own divinity and spiritual growth. The incarnate person to
whom the soul relates might not see it in those terms, but spiritually that is
what is happening.
Unfortunately, there are far, far, far too many souls on this planet who do
not have an environment in which they can easily and comfortably express
their divinity and have, in this lifetime ... we will call it the luxury of spiritual
growth. Now, what does that mean?
This month's topic is Fields Of Flowers. So why are we starting off so
bleakly? Well, the field of flowers, my friends, is the human potential. And in
order to fully and truly appreciate that potential and the need to move
swiftly and surely toward that potential, it is appropriate to take a hard look
at the path ahead, a look at the way things really are and the way
certainties that exist now are going to be crumbling because there are going
to be new truths and new perspectives.
These openings are going to force a rethinking of worldviews. It is going to
be very, very difficult to ignore some of the potholes and ruts in the road
ahead. So what we want to do is to prepare you as best we can so that you
can understand the fields of flowers that the human family of this planet is
capable of planting, nurturing, harvesting and distributing.
We begin with the Fields Of Flowers to paint a picture of the potential. And
as we paint that picture, we ask you, please, to remember the dark side of
what exists today even when it is not currently recognized as unhealthy for
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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the whole of humanity.
We have isolated our topics and we will begin with the one that is the most
crucial mindset change that every single human being on this planet must
make. This mindset change cannot possibly be imposed from without, but it
can be grown from within as your awareness expands and your
consciousness rises. We wish to discuss in this issue the fact, the energetic
fact that we have stated over and over again: that every single incarnate
human being on this planet, bar none, is part of the same human family.
This is an energetic truth. It is an energetic reality that cannot possibly be
escaped. It can only be ignored, distorted, blocked and subjected to an
attempt at annihilation ... and that is not possible. The energetic connections
are only seriously damaged and in great need of repair.
We have six topics this month.
• The first one being the one that we would ask you to truly contemplate
and begin to open your mind and your heart to, and that is “One
Human Family of Earth.”
• The second topic explores the “Education Of Your Family.”
• The third topic addresses the “Spiritual Growth And Maturation Of Your
Family.”
The remaining three topics address the interdependence of your family, an
interdependence that energetically cannot be denied. You can only fight
against it by doubting it, by ignoring it or by wishing it away. But you see,
the more you resist, the more you damage the energetic connections and
the more difficult you make repair.
Once attention is turned to the repair of these damaged energies, the repair
can be swift ... but you are the ones who must accomplish it.
The topics of interdependence are:
• “Governance – National and International” of the single human family,
which, we would remind you, is not homogenized. It is mobile, with
many different cultural heritages, each one valuable.
•

And we would speak of “International Relationships” – people-topeople, you might call it. But it is one family. You cannot possibly get
more distant than cousin-to-cousin and you will thrive if you look at
yourselves as brothers-and-sisters to brothers-and-sisters. No matter
what condition you find when you look at your brothers and sisters,
energetically you are related and that cannot be changed.

•

And the last topic is your family’s “Economic Interdependence.” That
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cannot be changed either, unless you do a major redefinition of
economics.
So what we speak of this month is the incredible human potential for
creativity, for restoration and repair, for incorporating beauty in what is
constructed and for sharing. All this potential lies within every single
incarnate human being.
The environment can stifle or can totally shut down this incredible potential.
And that is why, once your awareness is raised and you truly understand
this energetic connection and interdependence in your heart and through
every fiber of your being, once your eyes and ears are opened to this fact,
then your thinking changes. It cannot help but change.
You have experienced this kind of insight, we are certain, in one area of your
life or another and it might have been trivial. You have gone along thinking
this or that is true and you have based your decisions on the fact that this or
that is true. Then suddenly you realize it is not true. “Oh!” Your world rocks
and your thinking changes.
This can be a traumatic insight, something you were not prepared for. It can
be humorous, again something that was there all the time that you missed.
It can simply be something serious that you are glad you discovered and it
changes the way you look at the world, be that at your birth family, your
school or your job. The insight might be something leaving you quite redfaced because you made a simple mistake and you have to laugh at
yourself.
Whatever this unexpected insight is, it changes your outlook and you quickly
rearrange your perception of the world. And sometimes rearranging that
perception takes longer if it has been a traumatic insight. We don't wish to
go into some of those traumatic insights, but we will describe one to give
you an idea of what we’re talking about.
You are parents and you have a nine-year-old child whom you love dearly
and suddenly you find out that the hospital made a mistake and exchanged
your natural birth child for another one. Genetically, you are not the parents
of this lovely nine-year-old child. Your worldview changes radically, and you
deal with the change because you have no choice. But you do not look at the
world or your child or the hospital quite the way you did before. Questions
arise. What happened to our birth child? How has our birth child been
raised? What does all this mistake mean for the two children? Do we tell the
child we thought was ours? When? How? Do we tell our parents, the child's
grandparents?
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Your whole definition of nuclear family can undergo a change. You have new
information and your worldview changes. Your thinking changes.
That is the kind of traumatic change that will soon be evident for the entire
human family. And when your thinking changes, your outlook changes, your
decisions change.
So we want you to be aware that the road is bumpy and will be, but do not
let this awareness frighten you. We would have you realize this is a
transition and understand that you can be an open-minded center of calm
who is curious. You can be curious about what it is that the incredible human
family of this planet can do when they begin to work together and recognize
what is happening to their relatives ... and recognize how damage to one
becomes damage to the fabric of the family.
Please consider this issue, as you read, an introduction to the truth and
realities of what it means to be one human family and the potential that is
there to demolish the old and create anew the civilizations that you inhabit.
This is your creativity, your divinity, the possibilities that are resident within
each and every one of you.
That is the field of flowers. These flowers are yours to plant, to nurture, to
harvest and to distribute. We are here to offer guidance and advice and, we
will admit, to keep reminding you that you are one family, that you are,
each of you, Sparks of God and that you have within an incredible, creative,
loving potential.
Create the environment that gives that potential room to grow.
Thank you.
The Panelist Group
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Ken’u …
My share of this month’s topic is a focus on the interdependency of the
human family in light of international relationships. This interdependency, I
believe, goes a great deal deeper than many would have it go. It is
sometimes a lot easier to draw a line at a river, or a fence or a wall or an
ocean and say, “This part is mine and that part is yours,” than it is to look
someone in the eye who speaks a different language, who comes from a
different culture, who perhaps looks significantly different than you do in
your estimation and say to them, “We share this planet. We share this
planet's resources. We are one family, so let us determine how we can
allocate these resources fairly.”
That kind of looking in the eye does not happen quickly. It does not happen
easily. It most definitely does not happen without a lot of resistance.
Now, you might ask, how I am so fully confident of that?
I am confident of that, fully and totally confident, for two reasons. One, I am
confident that the one human family on this planet has a great deal of
access to its own internal divinity, the spirit within each of you that
represents the soul’s creativity, light, love and joy. All this belongs to every
member of the human family of Earth. It is not always expressed, we know
that, but it is there.
And the second reason is that my colleagues and I from off Earth have vast
experience in working with cultures who have gone through this rise in
frequency that results in expanded consciousness, the shift in frequency that
is taking place on Mother Earth today. We have seen this on our own planets
and know the details from our own planet’s history. We have worked with
the civilizations on other planets who are going through the frequency shift
process.
There is a point in every single one of these historical, well-documented
activities where all parties, each representing a segment of the planet’s
population, realize what cannot be escaped. And what cannot be escaped is
the fact that they are indeed one, single, energetically interconnected family.
That cannot be eroded. It cannot be destroyed. It cannot be altered.
Therefore, the only way forward is acceptance and working with this truth
rather than against this truth. When that realization is accepted, something
utterly beautiful happens.
The creativity of the Divine Source within is released. The joy and light and
love that lives within is released. Slowly then, these varying cultures begin
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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to learn about one another, appreciate one another, find the commonalities,
emphasize the commonalities, laugh together ... and then they begin to
work together.
What does this have to do with Earth? Well, you have other speakers this
month who are talking about the one human family. They are talking about
education, they are talking about politics and they are talking about spiritual
growth. What does all this have to do with international interdependency? It
has to do with the resources of this planet. It has to do with the fact that no
one country of your 195 or 196, depending upon how you classify Taiwan,
not one of them owns any part of Mother Earth. Not one of your
international corporations owns any resource that is part of Mother Earth.
I would pause to let that sink in.
Mother Earth provides these resources. She is a great spiritual being on her
own path of evolution and this planet is her body of existence. She provides
these resources as part of her very being. One does not own an oil well. One
accesses the oil that Mother Earth provides. I think you get the point.
So now the issue is the degree to which interdependency exists
internationally. I think it is perfectly clear that there are many, many
countries among these 195 or 196 – 193 of which belong to the United
Nations – that do not, within the boundaries of their fences and their walls
and the rivers and their lines, have sufficient capacity to provide energy for
the citizens within the boundaries that they have drawn. They rely on
relationships from outside, and these relationships are usually international.
Energy is one of the obvious interdependencies. There are also minerals,
important minerals, salt to name just one, although I might get an argument
from a chemist or a geologist as to whether or not salt is a mineral. But you
get the idea.
Iron. Nickel. Minerals you don't think of a lot that are used industrially. Once
again, those are the obvious examples. But let us talk about something
more immediately necessary to the life of your one family: water.
Water is a natural resource of the planet. And all too often, access to potable
water depends upon international relationships that are solid and stable.
As it is now, I would extend these resources to intellectual discoveries,
research, social research or scientific research. I would extend the definition
of resources to entertainment, to music for instance. Music does not
necessarily rely on understanding spoken language. All these resources are
shared internationally now. The exchange of these resources creates
interdependency. And I have not even touched upon food.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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The point is that if no country and no corporation actually owns the
resources of the planet, then who does?
Well you see, as the new civilization is conceived by you, is designed by you
and is built by you to match your conception, each step will be based on the
fact that you have internalized the reality of being one family.
What we expect to happen here on Earth is what has happened with every
other planet going through this particular rise in frequency. The human
family of Earth, today, at best considers itself to be not one family but more
like 195 or 196 ... and probably double or quadruple that when you consider
the divisions within each country. What we expect to happen on Earth is that
through working with your leadership and through getting the message of
Oneness out to the populace, we who have seen all this before will be able
to help you face and begin to understand that you cannot possibly escape
the fact that you are one family.
And then, just as has happened on every other planet, what will happen
here on Earth is that you will realize that the only way forward is to
internalize the fact that you are One. The only way forward is to change your
thinking, change the way you see each other and realize what it is you
share, what you have in common, and realize that the important question is
not, “Who owns what and how much do they charge when they sell it?” but
rather, “How do we, as members of one family, share the resources we have
access to?”
That is the way the question will change. And when that question changes,
something truly beautiful will happen on this planet. The Divine Source
within, with its full complement of creativity, of love, of joy, of light, of life
will open. And I can promise that every single one of you will be utterly
astonished at the creative solutions that result. The change to inclusiveness
and cooperation will be profound.
As I explained, this is not a change that can be dictated from outside. We
can explain clinically what happens. We from off Earth working with the
community of Masters on Earth can give you the benefit of our experience,
our advice and our guidance, but the change in perception and genuine
appreciation of one another must begin from within you.
And it is only a matter of how long you resist this change in awareness that
leads to including and valuing others, how long you struggle against this
recognition of being One. Because if this human family is to successfully
negotiate the transition to the new civilization, that change must be made.
There is no option.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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The results of this change in perception are truly stunning to behold. There
is not one culture, not one civilization who has gone through this perceptual
transformation who has not turned around and said to us, “We don't know
what took us so long.” And they willingly share what it is that worked, what
it is they fought against the longest, what they wished they had done
differently, but most of all, what they wished they had done sooner. And
they share this information in hopes that the next human civilization going
through this rise in frequency and expansion of consciousness will do a
better job than they had done.
The interdependencies are born of the fact that you are one human family
and born of the fact that you do not own anything that belongs to this
planet. And every natural resource you can name belongs to the planet. Your
role is to share. The concept of ownership will change radically once you
begin to internalize these facts and release the beauty of the creativity
within to address these new realizations.
The creative ways you discover to resolve and respect your family’s
international interdependency will absolutely startle every one of you when
you experience your divine creativity in action. It is then that you will find
how truly beautiful can be the civilization that you conceive, design and
build. You will find that your family, working together as one, will create a
truly unique and beautiful field of flowers. I guarantee it ... because it has
happened to every other human family on every other planet in the cosmos
that has gone through this stage.
We are here to help.
Thank you.
Ken’u

(from the constellation Lyra)
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Master Kuthumi …
This month, we speak to the human potential. We speak to the riot of
shapes and sizes and colors and fragrances that can exist in a field of
flowers. And thus it is when the divinity within each human being is
encouraged to bloom, just as flowers are encouraged to bloom. It might be
the natural forces of nature, the sun and the soil and the rain that bring
flowers to bloom. It is ecology that includes those winged creatures that
pollinate and makes the flowering possible. Or it might be a very carefully
cultivated field of flowers grown for commercial purposes. But in any case,
there is beauty and there is blooming and there is fulfillment of potential.
And that is what we are speaking of this month: the fulfillment of the human
potential.
We are not speaking of individual fulfillment. We are speaking of the
fulfillment of family potential and how that spiritual family will choose the
governance that is appropriate nationally and internationally. Please note
who does the deciding. We who are Earth Advisors from the Community of
Spiritual Masters and the Community of Off-Earth Allies, we are the advisors,
we are the guides. We are the elders. We would say wise elders but
definitely the experienced elders for between us we have walked many
different paths of governance, we have walked many different paths of
spiritual evolution and we bring our talents to you, our experience to you by
way of advice and guidance.
But you see, it is not our potential that conceives and designs and constructs
governance appropriate at the national level and at the international level for
a family that is one, but is not homogenized, a family that is one but is not
all of one culture.
We believe in the creativity and the characteristics of the Divine that live
within each and every member of this family. And what does that mean?
It means two things. Let us say vertically it means that those characteristics
of joy and love and light and respect and compassion, those characteristics,
of all the characteristics of the Divine, those characteristics are among those
that are resident inherently within each incarnate human being in this
family. And like ungerminated seeds, these characteristics need a place to
grow, they need a field to grow in.
Horizontally, with one another, again there is a family, but this family is
separated one from another while it remains energetically tied, linked and
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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unified. This is like having a vast family with an incredible variety of
perspectives, of talent, of potential, all within the very same family. And in
this family is everyone a newborn child? No. Is everyone an advanced senior
citizen? No. But this family allows for both.
So you have those who, on the vertical path of spiritual maturation, are at
various levels. You can call it the school of spirituality and there are those
who are at various levels of spiritual maturity. And the other way,
horizontally, you have those of various ages, perspectives and talents.
When it comes to national and international governance, those facts that I
have just named become foundational criteria for governance. It is
understanding that you are a single family with a vast potential of creativity,
of unique skills, of unique contributions to the good of the whole family. And
that fact becomes a foundational consideration as you look at your national
and your international governance. For what is governance?
Think about it. What is governance?
Governance is an agreement that if you are going to prosper – note that
word – if every member of this family is going to prosper, and I would add
prosper spiritually and culturally, the vertical and the horizontal – if every
member of this family is going to prosper, then there are certain things you
must agree upon.
If this were an individual nuclear family, let us say a large family living in a
large house, I would say that chances are there is some agreement about
night hours and the noise that can be made during night hours, how loud the
music can be after a certain hour at night, when the lights go out, perhaps.
But essentially you have courtesy, respect and agreements on some basics
for consideration of one another. If someone starts school or a job very early
in the morning, then they might get the first chance to get in and take a
shower. And if someone works the night shift, then perhaps the household
agrees that they are going to be less noisy so that person can get enough
sleep during the normal daylight hours.
Those are just examples. The point is that one family living in a large house
will make certain arrangements so that everyone has due consideration.
That is governance, those agreed-upon demonstrations of respect and
functioning that will enable everyone to prosper.
I submit that there is not one form of governance currently on the face of
this planet that indeed allows everyone to prosper ... not one. We are only
talking about degrees of inability to prosper, which is not the way the new
civilization governance will run because the human family has incredible
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creative potential. And that creative potential can be turned to national and
international governance, focusing on the fact that, as one family, it is
simply necessary – necessary – to have the respect for one another and
each member that allows each member to prosper. That is what this is
about. And that, my friends, is what you can construct.
And you see, in order to construct that, you will very likely have to shift the
viewpoint of your starting position. It is like looking at a piece of land as you
stand at the roadside. You look out on this piece of land and you say, “This
is where I want to build my home.”
But if you take another perspective and you walk 45° the other way, you
now look at the land from a different perspective. As you look left and right,
you see things differently because there is a deep chasm 30 feet/9 meters
deep, and it is at least 15 feet/4.5 meters wide. And this chasm could not be
seen from your first perspective. But it is seen when you get to a different
perspective and that will change your mind about what it is you find so
appealing about this particular piece of land.
You can take that same principle and move it into the densest city. You look
at a building from one perspective, maybe from the outside, and yet when
you walk in the door, you see that this building has definitely not been
maintained in spite of the shiny new face on the outside.
Enough said. My point is that in order for you, as one human family, to
create that governance where both nationally and internationally there is
respect for various cultures and the needs of various cultures, it is necessary
to create conditions that enable members of each culture to prosper. And by
prosper, let me make it perfectly clear that I mean spiritually as well as
physically.
When you realize that governance criteria must include arrangements that
provide members of every culture the opportunity to prosper, you will have
no choice but to take a different starting point. And from that new starting
point, you will begin to see all the flaws in the current system, flaws that you
did not see before, either because you could not see them or because you
did not choose to see them.
And where will all this start? Well, given where the human family is now and
the civilizations that exist now and the governance that exists, we start with
the political and economic leadership. And what we do as we offer our
guidance and advice is ask them to take a walk and look at the situation
from a totally different starting point, a starting point that considers not only
the good of those who fund their campaigns and the good of those they
consider worthy of satisfying or even just the good of humanity’s physical
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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survival, but also the good of the human family’s spiritual needs.
I would have a moment please to talk about these spiritual needs. That term
would likely not be well received by a great many who are indeed quite far
from our perspective along the spiritual path. The phrase “spiritual needs”
itself are off-putting. That is fine. It is an individual’s actions, their
relationships, their outlook on other members of the human family which will
tell you a lot more than the label. They can be avowed atheists and you
know by their actions that in their hearts they respect and care very deeply
for other members of the human family. So do not confuse religion and
organized spirituality with soul spiritual maturity. It is actions and decisions
that will tell you where people stand.
All right, thank you for allowing that aside, the point being that I would have
you daydream. I would have someone construct a videogame – or 3 or 10 –
that allows people to imagine a better form of national governance and
international governance. The two cannot be separated. I repeat: the two
cannot be separated. No national governance that is allowing for the
prosperity of all individuals exists without international connections. It just
doesn't happen ... because you are one family.
Take some time and consider this, and consider what human creativity can
do, can change, can create in the form of governance that allows for the
prosperity of all. It can be done. It can be done, but the very, very first step
is internalizing and acknowledging the fact that you are all energetically
connected and are all members of one family living in one house and you
need to figure out how to govern that house so that everyone prospers.
I thank you.
Master Kuthumi
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Master Hilarion …
My friends, every day we, from our side of the veil, take part in observing
what we consider to be false relationships within the human family. Religion,
tradition, expectations, preferences and other ideals compel the inter-family
relationship to follow upon a rigid line. The growth of one’s own true self is
sacrosanct, and ideally, it begins in the family zone. That is where it should
take root and blossom. Yet, instead, the family zone is where one can meet
crushing criticism and abuses that bind the person to a life of darkness,
secretism, fear and loathing.
What is seeded in the early years is reaped in the future.
Too often the aspirations of a person are snuffed out by the family dynamics
rather than being inspired and supported. It doesn't take much imagination
to see how such dynamics carry forward into the extended life of the person
and become the dynamics of that person’s work life or relationship with a
partner.
The lessons and examples of relationships start in the core family and are
reflected in every other relationship that ensues. Thus an important dictum
is to protect and offer a safe haven and a nurturing environment to children.
Families raise citizens who inhabit the Earth. Should the family be full of
conflict and unsafe actions, a citizen will step forth who reflects this behavior
and carries it into every other relationship. The simple domino effect is
mind-boggling. It passes down generation to generation, further
handicapping new souls. Where this ends needs to be capped and the time is
now.
Any action that prevents soul expression from being free to exist is an action
counter to evolution. The repercussions are serious indeed and will be seen
to act out in other harmful ways. We need to change this. We need to find a
common ground where the relationships amongst family members are of a
higher standing based on respectful attitudes and open-hearted reception.
This will be the maturing of the family group, when parents and children can
be regarded on an equal standing, always heard, not unheard. Each voice
must be heard, each voice able to express its situation fearlessly. That is
why this issue covers education. There is a great deal to learn about the
bitter effects of an abusive, excluding and limiting core upbringing that
stifles the concept of one human family on Earth with energetic connections
that unite each member to every other member of this planetary family.
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This comprehensive human family is grounded in the core family of each
member of the larger human family. If the interconnectedness is instituted
in the core family, the results will spread through into the larger human
family. We cannot change the greater human family without changing the
core group, whether that is biologically based or is formed by some other
means.
We do not expect this to be easy, for long-held traditions and habits do not
allow for such a cultural expression to exist today. Few are those who have
not been subjected to this silencing dynamic in their youth and the rest
continue to carry on this destructive attitude. Yet every person is a link in
the total human family.
Humanity’s spiritual maturation begins with the first breath and with the first
lesson of childhood. If that is limiting, excluding and repressive, then the
spiritual maturation of the human family on this planet is stifled. That is my
statement about the importance and the urgency of fostering spiritual
maturation in the core family unit. The freedom of expression of the human
soul and the interconnectivity of all human souls begins there.
Every link must be valued, every link must be actionable. Only through the
ability to express ''soul-ship-ness'' will humanity arrive at a healthy and
stable future.
It is highly encouraged to think upon these words and consider just how you
can be involved in taking steps towards this possibility.
Thank you.
Master Hilarion
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Derisum …
My friends, this month’s topic is an important one. I would like to tickle your
thoughts on Earth’s one human family.
When asked, most of you will clearly say that you consider every human
being on Earth as equal. You might consider yourself non-racist, pro-gay,
treat the cashier at your local supermarket in as friendly a way as you do
your best friend or boss. But are you really convinced that everybody else
out there is a relative? Do you really consider everyone to be part of the
same family?
Think twice: what do you feel when you walk past the homeless person on
Main Street? When you see the starving child in Africa on TV? The factory
worker in Bangladesh? The prostitute in any given city? The tribal people of
the Amazon river? The dictator on the news? The queen of a European
country? The corrupt politician? The prosecuted rapist? Can you draw a
direct line from yourself to any of these people?
It cannot be made clear enough that this is indeed what the human family
has to move toward – the knowledge, acceptance and embracing of the fact
that there is just one human family on Earth. Everybody is interconnected in
a much deeper way than you can grasp at your current level of awareness.
Any given human action will affect the interaction with and the path of the
cousins, brothers and sisters that shape the rest of the human family.
This is probably astounding news to you. Difficult to fathom, I admit, as the
scale of both the energetic and the real-life relations this interconnectedness
creates is beyond measure. Everything, even such things as an individual
committing a crime, affects the rest of the human family. There is a seconddegree responsibility that surfaces as soon as one digs deeper. Recognizing
this responsibility carries many gifts and opportunities for growth, while
ignoring it – adopting an attitude of “not my problem” – creates exactly the
opposite.
Taking responsibility for the wrongs in this world, not looking away but
trying to make things better, is something that the one human family needs
to do to move toward.
Let me give you an example. Somebody throws an empty can out of the car
window onto the pavement. As you walk past, you can curse the reckless
person, and you might not be the only person walking past the can, shaking
your head and spending a negative thought on the person who dumped it
there. You can decide to take responsibility for a member of your own
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society who is lacking basic education about environmental issues, you can
choose to pick up the can and throw it in the bin, the positive ripple effect
being that nobody else will be annoyed about the can.
With your daily choices in attitude and action, you can slowly move towards
a feeling of real unity, the awareness that there is just one human family.
If everyone started right here, right now, to make more positive choices, it
would become a bunch of flowers, to quote this month’s theme, a gift that
all human beings possess and are meant to share and spread widely.
When you ask yourself if you really need this fifth pair of black shoes and
donate the money to charity instead, you might directly affect the homeless
person on Main Street for the good. If you make a point to buy fair trade
products, you will support the factory worker in Bangladesh.
Think about the dictator and the rapist. They have become what they are
because of their social environment. You are part of this social environment,
so you bear a second degree of responsibility whether you recognize it or
not.
Being actively involved in
• creating a better social environment
• teaching your children values
• the sharing of wealth
• making a conscious and wise choice whenever you can
will definitely create a ripple effect and spread across borders. What a
beautiful bouquet!
We, your Allies, can see the flowers. We can smell the sweet scent of
positive change in the air. If you take this advice to heart, embracing all
human beings as your family members, with their strengths and
weaknesses, with their flaws and beauty, you truly can see the whole
spectrum of this amazing, vast group.
As one human family, you must recognize your unity, your interdependence,
your inner bond in order to evolve.
Look around, look for signs. Be the change. Encourage others, too, by being
a role model. Let the positive choices naturally become your only choices
worth pursuing.
Derisum
(from the constellation of Orion)
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Anubis ...
Why do you suppose it is necessary that people be told they are all One
within the human family?
The brotherhood of man is an accepted but fairly nebulous concept. That
brotherhood goes much deeper than upholding casual relationships or lasting
friendships with others, deeper than sending good deeds and good thoughts
one toward another amongst peers.
At the level of the soul, all human souls know that they are in Oneness each
with each other. They know that spirit is One. It is in the shadow world of
humans living in the dense physical body that the problem arises as to what
that actually means, because most people today identify their core being as
their body and personality whereas they are essentially a soul.
The soul has a shadow and that shadow, the physical body and personality
combined, is who humans believe they are. Even when they believe that
they have a soul, they do not see exactly what their relationship is to that
soul. They cannot sense the Oneness because they have not developed a
direct linkage with their soul through their heart. It is the soul’s shadow
bodies that do not sense this unity.
There is a lack of teachings in the public arena that would articulate for
people that humanity is One. They need to be slowly led toward a clearer
understanding that they are truly not the physical body and personality
alone but rather a soul, and that all souls know that they are in total
Oneness with all other souls on their plane of existence.
Those who attempt to use their brain and mind to understand this are lost
because wisdom comes only through the heart center, that place where the
shadow and soul can connect. When humans do discover how to connect to
their soul, they will fully understand who they are. They will know that they
are the soul and then discover that there is also only one human soul. Some
call it the oversoul of the human family, but however you may wish to
imagine it, there is only one human soul in total unity, in Oneness.
For thousands of years, civilizations have risen and fallen, and have
generally shown little interest in creating a place where the concept of
Oneness could take root. Some civilizations have tried to promote some
version of Oneness and the brotherhood of man, but only on a rather small
scale. People could bring themselves together in closer relationships and
understanding of one another within their own civilization, but beyond the
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borders of one culture, they begin to lose any understanding of the
importance of Oneness or unity.
Most past civilizations have promoted the idea of individual groups over
world unity, totally disregarding the bigger picture. Even today, no
civilization, including those that are technologically advanced, has instilled
the concept of Oneness into its institutions. If you look closely, what you will
mostly find are social systems and various mythologies promoting the idea
of the individual over that of the group. Successful societies, especially those
in the Western world, honor the individual hero, the individual drive to
succeed. Cooperative effort and group cohesion are not widely esteemed.
Oneness is something that people must be taught before it can begin to be
fully sensed by all. Soon, however, the human family will be abandoning old
civilizations built over the past centuries and starting to build the new one.
Understanding what Oneness is will evolve naturally and with a little effort,
people will begin to sense that Oneness within their individual societies and
eventually to expand and incorporate it throughout the world’s greater
population. The old social myths, the old ways of creating political and
economic systems will all be swept aside and new ways of living will be
created that lead people to a better grasp of Oneness and point them in the
direction of cooperation.
As the new civilization takes root, people will understand that they are a soul
and a soul in unity with all other human souls. The new civilization will
recognize that in unity, everyone must have the wherewithal to succeed in
discovering who they are and attaining what some people today call selfrealization. There will be no further need for “isms” when humans begin to
grasp that they are One. There will no longer be any need for Capitalism,
Communism, or Socialism versus any other type of “ism”: people will simply
design intelligent ways to proceed in creating a better world for all, based on
the concepts of cooperation and Oneness.
It will be possible for human evolution to move forward at a far more rapid
pace than in the past. People everywhere will understand what the goal is
for the one human family: to demonstrate the living truth that
there is but one human family on this planet and that every human soul
belongs to that one family, is included in that one family and participates in
its evolution.
Thank you.
Anubis
(from Sirius)
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Sartarius …
Human family spiritual growth and maturation is a lot like individual growth,
a process not unlike physical maturation of the species. Part of it has to do
with the heritage you call genetics, part of it has to do with environment and
part of it is maturation through an evolutionary journey.
The human family of Earth, the one human family of Earth, is divine in
origin, “created in the image of the Creator” as one of your holy books
states, as is each and every soul that comprises it. You are in essence a God
in the making both individually and as a race. You are evolving into your
Godhood just as your Mother Earth is becoming a sacred planet. 1
Many of us, your Off-Earth Allies and our human families on our
homeworlds, have both experienced this spiritual growth and maturation for
ourselves and witnessed it on other homeworlds, bringing guidance and
counsel to those human families in their time of transition. Many of us have
been accompanying your Earth’s journey for millennia and we look forward
to the days fast approaching where we will stand openly side by side,
working hand-in-hand to smooth and hasten your transition into a new
civilization and way of living.
As for your spiritual environment, there is much that needs doing and much
that can swiftly be accomplished once your hearts and minds are engaged,
fully engaged in living and being and thinking and doing and acting like the
One Family that you are. That change in consciousness, where you see each
and every other human truly as a brother or sister, when you genuinely care
for their well-being, when you share and support one another as brothers
and sisters do, that single change in consciousness will allow you to
overcome so much that currently plagues and devastates your planetary
home.
Gone – banished by you as a family and human race – will be hunger of all
kinds, not the least of which is the permission for even one small child to
starve to death in this family. Gone will be persecution and the abuse, of
women and children mainly, sold into the sex trade, made to bear weapons,
wounded and shamed into keeping the darkest of family secrets. I need not
go on about the many crimes perpetrated upon your human brothers and
sisters. You each have your awareness of these crimes against nature, and
your daily media provide a window on all manner of things that should be
difficult to ignore much less accept as members of the one human family.
1

In esoteric traditions, a sacred planet is one that has reached a specific expansion of
consciousness on its spiritual journey. For planet Earth, the current rise in
frequency accompanies such an expansion of consciousness.
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We would have you – we will aid you – not only to clean up your physical
environment but to re-create and nourish your spiritual environment as well.
Imagine a world, imagine a planet where each and every Spark of God, each
and every soul, gets to experience the divinity that resides at its very core,
that is that core.
Imagine that on an individual, personal basis – know that you yourself are a
God in the making. Experience your own divinity, even if that is only in
sensing it in terms of “being the best you can be.” Imagine, begin to
experience or deepen what it is to express your soul outwardly and fully in a
spiritually supportive environment that allow you to soar, to recognize and
fulfil your deepest aspirations. What would this be if you knew you couldn’t
fail?
Getting there is the spiritual maturation part. Simply put, you grow into your
divinity as a person, as a soul life to life, and as a race. And we, your
brothers and sisters a little further along the path, stretch out a helping
hand to you, to your human family of Earth as part of our larger shared
family that is the Cosmos.
With love,
Sartarius
(from the Pleiades)
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Arctan …
There are some points of particular interest we will be discussing, for it is
vital that humanity wake up and realize the inherent dangers of its current
practices. As a privileged observer of Earth life and its inhabitants, I find that
much has been gleaned to support our concern. We cannot stand idle and
allow this to happen without making appropriate efforts to offer our aid and
knowledge to help humanity. We have a limited range as to what we can
participate in and thus pass on information for humanity to use ... hopefully
in a manner that will alleviate the problems at hand.
Currently, humanity does not recognize the full potential of its
interconnectedness, its vital thread of intertwined existence, so it acts as
independent beings, families, countries, continents ... yet this will require
some updating as to the real facts if these relationships are to gain any
harmony.
We offer you a solution that we feel will turn around the current destructive
relationship that humanity has with its fellow members. Internally, many of
you can innately sense that you are connected to someone else, something
else, but your limits on this thought keep you from making decisions that
benefit all in your family, country or continent.
This is something that must change, for through these changes will a great
prison hold on humanity be lifted. Few of humanity realize how important is
the expression of the soul, of your innate essence, to the success of every
aspect of your life. It can be said that without it, each human suffers each
day in a cloud of denial.
Clarity is what will bring suffering to its knees. And this we consider to be an
important goal and aspect of the future civilization. Should humanity fail to
understand its critical turning point, the ensuing situation will mirror the
chaos of world wars in your past. Destruction will come in many forms and
offer you a chance to expand your awareness and grow exponentially or to
crumble and find yourselves in immeasurable grief.
We do not wish this to happen, to set back the level of the human condition
which has been slow to advance, but advancing. No, we would prefer to see
humanity tackle its issues head on, with strength and clarity, awareness and
calm ... for that is the only manner in which to resolve such a situation.
It is a time to end the guarded sharing of information and the holding on to
valuable information to the detriment of others. Information must be shared
throughout the structure of a family, throughout the structure of a country
and throughout the structure of all of the planet’s boundaries and regions.
We are resigned to the fact that this will be a painstaking effort on behalf of
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humanity, for there are those who thrive on information hoarding, who
commandeer information to take advantage of others. But the need of all will
be so great that there will no longer be any room for such actions.
In the case of the core family unit, we advise keeping an open mind about
how to communicate effectively without falling back on old habits. Typically,
we see a disrespectful, often self-serving hierarchical approach amongst
family members. This may be the time to look to whoever is willing to lead
with an open heart and a kind hand as being the one to advise on what
actions to take.
Family structure can be binding to soul expression, for traditions are strong
and not typically set up to “stream” those who flow more readily. Old habits
die hard, we understand, but this is a time for people to adopt a new course
quickly, one with new ideas and concepts.
The world is one family, one family, so this also applies to how countries
relate to one another. Current leaders may not be the best leaders in the
coming days if they cling to old habits that have essentially killed off the life
in their citizens. The soul expression must be given refuge and a cultured
ground within which to develop and expand.
This is key to the development of humanity and to keeping abreast of the
changes to the Earth you stand upon and call home. The changes the Earth
is experiencing will shake the foundations of your thinking, of your daily
lives. It will take new ways of thinking and new ways of relating to
effectively deal with the ensuing and drastic changes.
I wish humanity luck. I wish humanity the clarity it needs to heed this
valuable advice. Thank you.
Arctan

(from M-17)
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The Venetian Master …
Hello, my dear friends.
One very important aspect when speaking of the human family’s
interdependence is without a doubt economics. But economics is a very
broad term.
When we look at world economies, there has been much havoc and strife in
the last few years. We have seen banking and investment crises, struggles
in the Euro zone, the involvement of governments in the financial sector.
The devaluation of money, fictional transactions and fake investments are
bound to continue creating a stir. Lucky are those people without a big bank
account, for they have little to lose.
Considering how wealth is unevenly distributed on the planet, this is clearly
going to remain a stumbling block in the evolution of the human family until
the social justice component is considered by all. Only as one can the human
family move up the ladder of consciousness. The less privileged members
need to be uplifted before the next big leap can be scaled.
Many billionaires are realizing that their money alone means nothing. They
have turned into philanthropists, engaging actively in the betterment of
society and the uplifting of poorer communities worldwide. It is our hope
that this notion will continue and spread. Sharing the harvested flowers with
others brings immense joy, fulfillment and eventually, spiritual growth. A
bargain!
The human family must find balance and harmony in terms of world
economics. No one should go hungry when Mother Earth provides plenty of
resources for all, and yet this is happening, as you know, even in privileged
countries. Those people storing the Earth’s resources to feed their own greed
are directly responsible to share them evenly instead.
As within every small family, there is a household budget for the human
family as a whole. Income, necessary expenses, luxury spending – all need
to be carefully calculated so that the children are well-fed, granny is welldressed and overall contentment is retained in the family. If daddy buys
himself a new motorcycle but the family lunch table goes empty, this creates
a severe problem for the household. And so it is in the broader context of
the human family. All need to be fed, all need to have their basic needs met.
It should be everyone’s goal to work on that so that the whole group can
move forward.
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Over the centuries, many economic forms have been tried out. None of them
has truly worked. Socialism, capitalism and everything in between, they
have all had their flaws. This is because society has not been ready until now
to take into consideration all the different aspects that make for a sound
economy.
A sound economy benefits not only the few but the many. A social strategy
and better distribution of wealth are required to build a fair economy, one
that remains sustainable even through a crisis – though it might be better to
end the old, outdated financial system with a bang and start afresh. Yes, this
could be considered a possibility. Sometimes drastic measures are a swift
education, and merciful in the long run.
What can you do personally to get through an economic crisis and help
people to evolve at the same time? (Yes, this is our joint goal always. We as
your guides see both aspects as one.) Definitely, re-think what the true
values in life are. Is it really a piece of paper with a figure on it that
motivates you? Is that your highest goal? If so, reconsider!
Most of the real treasures in life are not for sale. You could not put a price
tag on your family, for example. Making the long journey back to real values
is very important these days. Whatever your financial circumstances, you
have a role to play in the economy. The key is to use your resources wisely,
economically, jointly and without exploiting Mother Nature or your fellow
members of the human family.
This is my message. Thank you.
The Venetian Master
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Master Djwhal Khul …
The education we are providing nowadays for our children differs
significantly from region to region, country to country, continent to
continent. Usually, the main influence on a child are parents and relatives,
grandparents, teachers and peers (who have their own parents, relatives
and teachers behind them). These people have an immense responsibility,
for children not only play a part in the future, they are the future.
In the world as it is experienced today, many educational systems and
upbringings have failed, which has led to a lot of pain and suffering. Horrible
crimes, human right violations, religious extremism, intolerance and lack of
compassion are all directly connected to the teaching of warped values or to
a lack of values over generations. This needs correcting.
Of course, many, many parents are on track and nurture their children into
wonderful, caring individuals who blossom in return and spread love to their
own children and their environment. But there are also many children less
fortunate. Sometimes it is due to circumstance that a child does not have
access to the teachings of values. Sometimes, the parents themselves didn’t
learn when they were children and are struggling to develop their own set of
values later in life. Language barriers can play a part, in the case for
example of children with a migratory background in school.
However, this is where society – and you, as an individual – have the
responsibility and the chance to help. You yourself can pass on values to the
less fortunate. You can also call on or get involved in organizations that aim
to provide a better, less performance-oriented education that focuses on
conveying positive values.
Society has gotten slack in many ways and does not recognize its
responsibilities, or has become too lazy to act upon them. That people
interact and co-operate as a group on any kind of loving initiative –
communal, nationwide or worldwide – is more important than ever.
Fortunately, in the Internet the human family has gained a very useful tool
to connect, share ideas and act upon them, and then spread them. It is a
powerful tool for education and equalizing people across borders by
developing the mental faculty overall. This will assist in the human family’s
growth and development.
What can you do to help with the education of the human family? If you see
somebody struggling, assist. If you are in a position to teach someone a
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positive lesson, child or adult, or to give encouraging advice, spread it
generously. However you can work on social stewardship, don’t hesitate.
This is your gift, your flower basket. Please make good use of it.
Best not to forget that adults need education too. Every person around you
has strengths and weaknesses when it comes to life skills. If you have a
friend with a deficiency in one or more life skills that you are an expert in,
then share your expertise unconditionally, so you can both end up in the
field of flowers that is life.
This would be my advice today.
Djwhal Khul
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Sho …
Let me begin by saying that the topic of world economic systems is of
paramount importance at this time for reasons that are almost universally
overlooked, misunderstood or tacitly swept under the carpet. And one of the
main reasons is that current systems are not, shall we say, organized to
assist the poorest of the world. Therein lies not only a great peril for the
human family of Earth but an affront to cosmic law.
Essentially, a very intricate network of international banking and commerce
has been put in place along with a complex system for handling monetary
exchanges between all levels of enterprise, government and nations. Their
primary role is to support the business community and keep the world’s
strongest economies safe from chaos or crisis.
There is essentially nothing there to protect the poor of all nations or those
nations themselves that are perceived as having little to give or trade with
the international community. The poorest of the poor are without economic
clout or political power and thus are not for the moment perceived as a
source of potential chaos and upheaval against established international
systems. They can be conveniently ignored.
In many ways this system has proven to be very resilient and very good at
accomplishing its task. The reason for a lack of concerted international
efforts for the have and have-nots to cooperate on the economic front is that
the human family has not reached the point where enough of its members
can understand the true meaning of the brotherhood of man. This ideal is
spoken of quite often by religious and other groups who would like to see
more measures put in place to ensure that the world’s poorest nations have
some opportunity for survival. However, human beings need more than to
just survive.
What people will be striving for in the future civilization will be a way for
every person on the planet to be able to live a life where they can learn how
to be fully and spiritually human, where they can learn something more
about who they truly are and what their place is in this world. Too many
people today exist at such a low level of subsistence that they have neither
the time nor any meaningful opportunity to try and understand what their
purpose is for existing on this planet.
Without some guarantee that every member of the human family can evolve
during their relatively short time here, human life is essentially without
purpose. People everywhere must learn to think in new ways and participate
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in creating new avenues of international cooperation that will allow every
human soul, every one, an opportunity to take advantage while they are
here of the many gifts and resources Mother Earth provides for them to
evolve along whatever path their soul has outlined for them.
The issue of financial welfare for all cannot be solved without understanding
the very purpose of humanity. People must begin to realize that each
individual Spark of God living in a human body is a soul in evolution. There
must be an opportunity for that soul to express its divinity by serving in a
physical body in this physical world.
If the physical planet cannot support the physical human body, then the
human family of the Earth is moving against cosmic law and there will be
chaos. Until the political and economic community understands this, it will
do them no good to create clever systems to protect themselves and their
civilizations from financial ruin. Economic empires that move against the
laws of the cosmos will always fail.
Since time immemorial, those who rule the nations and those who control
the economic levers of society have sought to avoid revolution and the chaos
of civil unrest and bloody warfare. Many of today’s political leaders are
worried about toppling over the brink into financial collapse on one hand and
the next election on the other. They therefore have little time to focus on the
needs of the people.
These leaders know that above all, they must demonstrate to the general
public that all is under control and would have the public see their efforts as
logical and effective in keeping the world safe from chaos. And to their
credit, there are many who still believe that those nations with the strongest
economies and the most powerful institutions can reach out globally in order
to maintain civilization, keep the world from falling apart and governments
from falling into chaos.
Much of the world today is also counting on financial systems put in place by
economists and other respected specialists to assure an orderly market and
protect world trade. The complexity of these financial instruments makes
them almost impossible for anyone except those very few who invented
them to understand or even to question what they can and cannot do. Still,
many in the general public sense that something is very wrong even if they
do not know what that is or how things could be fixed.
From our perspective, the perspective of your stellar allies who would aid
and counsel, the tipping point is nearing where none of it can be fixed. A
new way of handling global economics is needed that will reach out to and
serve all of the human family on this planet.
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I do not wish to speak of any new system because that thinking is too
narrow. The day of creating systems is now at an end. Those who are so
attached to the current system will have to understand that despite all their
intelligence and all their cleverness, no system is safe from destruction.
Perhaps it may be necessary to demonstrate this fact.
There are ways to feed, clothe and provide shelter for all based on the
willingness to share and cooperate. Only by starting over with new ideas can
a new approach to living on this planet in a cooperative manner be
established, one without the barriers of obsolete systems imposing limits on
human creativity.
Thank you,
Sho
(from the Pleiades)
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Philohstan ...
My dear friends:
As you know, I have long been with you as an Earth observer and historian,
and more recently as reporter for the events and transformations transpiring
now on this planet.
In terms of governance, there is much both to consider, redress and also
activate at all levels. Your situation now is particularly delicate as the future
is cloudy and confused. You have reached an impasse that all keenly sense
inwardly, whether consciously or not, and particularly your leadership. Do
they choose to bury their heads in the sand, ignore any issues that do not
personally touch them and hold on to their perceived entitlements in what is
essentially a last gasp, or do they choose instead to forge ahead and begin
to lay the underpinnings of a new and better world where all will be secure?
They still may have their own concerns foremost in their minds, but they
must begin to understand that there is no longer any future for the
individual, no matter how powerful, if the family of Earth is not served.
Truly, it must be recognized that the age of individual endeavor has been
overtaken by the need to be interconnected in action, aware of all other
parts and making decisions that best serve all, while harming the least.
I would have you reread article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights adopted by your United Nations in 1948 2 and realize that not one
nation has yet managed to implement those provisions fully. Not only that,
but many of the signing nations have lost much of their clout, being rapidly
overtaken by the new realities of commercialization.
Let me be blunt. Some form of globalization is a necessary and natural
phase in the evolution of every planet as it matures and recognizes that all
of its citizens belong to the one family of that homeworld, but things have
begun to go dangerously awry on this Earthworld: commercialization, not
true globalization, is choking the lifeblood out of the human family and all
other kingdoms of this sphere.

2

”Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of
himself and his family, including food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary
social services, and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability,
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond their control.”
– Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 25
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It is time to re-align the guiding principles, the foundations of your society,
and affirm not only the Charter of Rights but also, I quip, a Charter of
Human Duties and Obligations. These could form the cornerstones of a new
civilization, a new time where the reigning fear, greed, competition and
complacency have been superseded, where the rule of Law – universal, true
and divinely inspired – is respected at all levels of governance, from the
individual to the family, to the nation and the body of nations, here and
beyond planet Earth.
It is up to you to collectively create this new charter of governance, which
will be a living, evolving law, created by the aggregate attention, awareness
and will-to-good of the entire population of this sphere – each form of life,
each world citizen present and accounted for by virtue of two things: the gift
of life registered in all beings and the presence of a soul as an embodied,
incarnate Spark of God in all humans.
Let governance come, not from some arbitrary, top-down authority but by
virtue of leaders chosen for their wisdom and spirit of true service to the
common good. True, there are hereditary rulers, and history has played its
part in evolving the race to its current point, but national boundaries have
changed and blurred, and will continue to be in flux. What then forms a
national or international body of governance? This is one of the important
issues for you to resolve as a race, and there are currently several models
under experimentation, some more successful than others at respecting
human rights and divine principles.
Indeed, this will be a very serious subject to elucidate. I would suggest that
you go to your heartstrings and not your wallets to plumb the question of
national sovereignty. How can you put so much stock in this or that border
encasing a nation when you will soon enough be travelling beyond the
confines of this sphere itself? Look to more profound measures like unique
customs, traditions and culture that have formed your soulspace as German
or Egyptian or Thai ... and then, in respect for the Commons that is this
planet, sit down together as a true and authentic United Nations to guide her
out of the current morass. This would be the seed of national and
international governance where the interdependence of the human family is
recognized, respected and allowed to evolve and grow to the benefit of all,
and that encompasses the nurturing of the other kingdoms of Earth.
And thus, I would add a few principles and concrete measures you might
want to build into the one family spiritual framework:
• Every living soul has the right and the privilege to contact, experience
and express on an ongoing basis the divinity residing at its core.
• Every living soul has the right and the privilege to make choices in life
and learn from them.
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Every living soul has the right and the privilege to experience, create
and manifest beauty and other such divine attributes in the world.
Every living soul has the right and the privilege to serve the common
good to the best of its inherent skills, talents, experience, aspirations
and understanding. The soul seeks to serve.
Every living soul has the right and the privilege to engage in
meaningful human relationships as part of the human journey.
Every living soul has the right and the privilege to enjoy the gifts of
Nature and to uphold and keep her laws for the good of all life forms
on this planet.

With love,
Philohstan
(from the constellation Aquila)
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Osiris ...
Education of the human family has undergone a series of revisions over
time. Some revisions have been minor and some major. Humanity is now in
for a major revision.
Now, I would like to put in the nature of major revisions the transition from
a geocentric solar system to a heliocentric solar system. This was a major
educational revision. Mr. Darwin and his theory of evolution triggered
another major educational revision. So you see, there have been, in the
past, multiple instances of major educational revisions that have cracked or
completely replaced one of the established pillars of the human family’s
educational system. These are but two.
That is what will be happening. When these next revisions take place, they
will not destroy all pillars of education. The revisions will, however, repair or
perhaps completely replace and upgrade pillars of existing disciplines.
Let us take the subject that is generally called in the Western world
geography. How will geography change as the human family of Earth begins
to understand that they live in energetic Oneness? What will change as
students begin to understand that people in the cultures they study are all
connected to them energetically? For it is true. The people of these distant
places are energetically connected to the student of geography, no matter
where on the globe the student sits to study. Understanding this brings with
it a change of heart, a growing awareness for that student and, increasingly,
for the whole of the human family as the understanding spreads.
This expansion of awareness – energetic Oneness – also demands revisions
in what is taught about energy and the science of energy, from Mother
Earth’s energy grid to personal aura fields.
And to all of this we introduce the subject of humanity’s actual history. With
the introduction and acceptance of new truths, the history of humanity
begins to change. We still have history of humanity, but the content
changes, sometimes considerably.
That is what can be said for many existing disciplines. The concept of
energetic connections that bind every individual on Earth into a single
human family is new ... and yet this connective energy is an unexplored
aspect of the same energy that is taught, studied and understood in physics,
in chemistry and many other scientific endeavors.
And then we have those subjects that are taught, but not in secular
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education as well as those subjects that are entirely new. That is where I
would like to spend some time.
We have subject matter that is normally left to spirituality and religion. Many
of these topics will be upgraded and become part of the general education
for members of the human family. For example:
• the existence and nature of the human soul,
• soul groups,
• the existence of the one oversoul for all humanity,
• how to contact your soul and discover your mission,
• assessing progress on your soul mission,
• exploring the creativity inherent in the human soul and the ethics
thereof.
And once those ethics are explored, you will be led to an appreciation of the
whole, an appreciation of the contribution that you, as an individual, can
make to the mission of your soul group within Creation and to the
betterment of the whole. Whether or not you choose to follow through in
service is a matter of free choice.
Other topics present themselves as you explore the inherent powers of being
human.
• telepathic communication,
• the creative power of thought,
• the morals and ethics of thought and telepathic communication,
• using the third eye.
All these become topics and subject matter for the general education of
every human being on the planet.
In all this, it is important to remember free will and the role that free will
plays. There will be new topics covering the various cycles in the life of the
soul, for example, reincarnation. There is also the spiritual maturation
process, the individual soul’s relationship to a soul group, the cycles that a
soul group goes through of learning and turning the experiential learning of
incarnation into service for the good of the whole.
Every soul that incarnates into a human body guides you, its vehicle of
manifestation, to decision points. What are these decisions?
Well, for instance you, as the manifestation of an individual soul, will
eventually become aware of your personal purpose within the broader
purpose and mission of your soul group. This is a decision point. Are you
willing to take on this mission? Are you ready to do all that is required? Are
you willing to take this next step? Even these decision points can be topics
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for exploration in the education system.
And then there is a matter of respect and ethics that change in a world that
knows itself as one human family, one family oversoul, soul groups within
the oversoul, and individual souls within each soul group. And every step
along the way, whether it is a decision about accepting your soul mission or
about relationships and respecting cultures that are not your own, there is
free will.
So you see, education for the one human family on Earth will undergo some
major revisions as existing fields of study are upgraded and expand to meet
new needs, new truths and new perceptions. New fields of study will be
introduced, all in an effort to expand awareness and then as a result of an
expanding human consciousness.
This is what we see for education in the new civilization, education for a
human family experiencing expanding awareness, expanding consciousness,
expanding respect for one another, for Mother Earth who gives the human
family life, and for all other kingdoms that are part of Mother Earth.
The education system changes. It expands as a result of and from the need
to support expanding human awareness. And that is what will happen.
Thank you.
Osiris *
(from Sirius)

*
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